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Less than 12 Hours of Instruction
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• 20-21 ran consistently higher by roughly the same margin each 
quarter

• The issue was greater but the “flow” from quarter to quarter 
remained the same

• Q2 to Q3 is the consistent difference maker
• Overall variance from quarter to quarter is much lower than 

previous eras



New DIR Items
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08 No valid pretest placement If placement doen't have pre there's no other possible pre. No change needed

09 Valid pretest with no post-test all 
modalities

I assume most users want at least one modality to have post. So, they'll look at this item. If they aim for all modalities 
with post then they'll look at the x item.

09x Valid pretest with no post-test in one modality, but not both any 
modality For those users that want to posttest in all modalities

09a Valid pretest with no post-test; excluding those who earned 
HSE/HSD 

all 
modalities

I assume most users want at least one modality with post (excluding those that have HSE/HSD for the PoP because those 
already gained something)

09ax Valid pretest with no post-test in one modality, but not both;  
excluding those who earned HSE/HSD 

any 
modality

This would be usefull for a user that wants to postest in all modalities (excluding those that have HSE/HSD for the PoP
because those already gained something)

09b No post-test and pretest below ASE High all 
modalities I assume most users would want to posttest first students that don't have any posttest in any modality

09bx Post-test and pretest below ASE High in one modality, but not 
both

any 
modality Some users might want to posttest in all  modalities maximizing chances that one would show a level gain

09c Valid pretest with no post-test excluding those with another MSG all 
modalities

I assume most users would want to posttest first students that don't have any posttest in any modality (excluding those 
already having MSG in the PoP, not necessarily in the modality we're talking about)

09cx Valid pretest with no post-test in one modality, but not both, 
excluding those with another MSG

any 
modality

Some users would want to posttest in all modalities to maximixe the chances of having one level gain (excluding those 
students already having MSG in the PoP, not necessarily in the modality we're talking about)

10a Pre-/post-test pair in one modality, but not both any 
modality Has at least one pair

10b Pre-/post-test pair in one modality, but not both, and have not 
completed a level 

any 
modality

Use this to identify who to posttest hoping for complete level (excluding students with completed level in PoP, not 
necessarily with pair). 
Even after the student has one pair he'll still be here if he didn't complete level.



Data Integrity Detail

The Data Integrity Detail provides a class level view 
and specifies which key DIR items apply to each 
eligible student.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ex: see data for students in a class



Payment Points DIR

Payment Points Data 
Integrity provides the same 
sort of information as the 
NRS DIR, but using CA 
payment points rules 
rather than NRS rules.
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